Resistance patterns and genetic variations in patients with hepatitis C virus: emerging role of telaprevir
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Abstract: High genetic variability is a characteristic of hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection: infinite virus isolates are classified into six genotypes plus an emerging seventh one, and an indefinite number of subtypes. The variability is directly connected to the environmental adaptation of infective agents or to the change induced by antiviral therapies. During therapy, wild type isolates are substituted by resistant mutants that are able to maintain the infection. The standard therapy (pegylated interferon [PEG-IFN] and ribavirin) only partially eradicates HCV infection. However, particularly in genotype 1 infection, the rate of uncured patients remains high (between 50% and 60%). Specifically targeted antiviral therapies for HCV infection (STAT-C) consist of developing new antivirals aimed at blocking the virus proteins involved in different replication steps. Telaprevir is an anti-NS3-NS4 protease in phase III trials and represents a promising therapy, especially when associated with PEG-IFN and ribavirin. In vitro and in vivo research studies describe mutations that confers resistance to telaprevir in NS3-NS4 protease (V36A/M/L/G, F43, T54A, R130K, R155L/K/T/Q, A156T/S/V, V170A and Q195K). The emergence of these mutations describes the adaptation capability of HCV infection.
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Introduction

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infects more than 170 million people world-wide and it is the main infective agent in chronic hepatitis, cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma; the impact of infection is expected to increase in the next 20 years.1–3 The standard current therapy for HCV infection is pegylated interferon (PEG-IFN) and ribavirin.4–6

HCV is highly variable, with six different genotypes, which have less than 72% homology at the nucleotide level, with multiple subtypes of 80% to 85% similarity. Isolates within each subtype are also extremely variable, with 0% to 12% divergence among isolates from different patients.7–11 A seventh genotype has recently been proposed.12 Viral genetic variability contributes to differences in response to therapy because different genotypes respond to therapy at different rates; genotype 2 responds to 6 months’ therapy over 80% of the time, while response in genotype 1 is about 50% after 12 months’ treatment.5,13–15 Differences in viral genetic variability in discrete protein regions have also been linked to differences in response to therapy.16,17

Recently, the research studies for HCV infection therapy have used the so called specifically targeted antiviral therapies for HCV infection (STAT-C), based on the role played by HCV proteins during the replication. NS3-NS4 protease has been identified.
as a target after definition of its tertiary structure, and a promising molecule, telaprevir, is currently in the clinical development stage.18

In this review, through a model of the virus response to telaprevir therapy, we describe the resistance of HCV infection to treatment with telaprevir.

**Genome variability: strength and weakness of HCV**

RNA virus genomes mutate at a high rate. The combination of a lack of proofreading by the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase and a high level of viral replication is responsible for the resulting genetic polymorphism in HCV that defines a classification in clades, genotypes, subtypes, isolates and quasispecies.15 Moreover, the error-prone polymerase and the high replication rate (up to 1012 viral particles per day) result in high genomic variability.19 For HCV it has been estimated that 1 mutation is introduced per genome per replication cycle.20 The bulk of this mutated genome is then eliminated, when the mutation introduces a disadvantage to the virus, or fixed when the mutation is neutral or advantageous. However, infinite variants circulate in infected individuals at any one time. New selective pressures are continuously introduced, especially those produced by the immune system. The pressures select the best-adapted variant. This variant is, therefore, defined as the predominant variant and represents the most common genome species circulating in the host at a specific moment during the infection. Changing the selective pressures means changing the predominant variant.16

Antiviral therapy represents a selective pressure in an infected host. The viral population can adapt to and survive the therapy if one or more variants can overcome the effect of the antiviral therapy on virus replication. The variants can be present in the population or arise from a mutation. This phenomenon is known as drug resistance. The resistant variant substitutes the predominant wild type species.

The viral load is an indirect measure of replication efficacy. A well-adapted variant replicates effectively and produces a multitude of virus particles (with at least one genomic mutation) in each replication cycle. Through the concept of suitability, virus adaptation in a host directly associated with survival can be measured. A fit virus is able to replicate efficiently, producing a large number of progeny and resisting selective pressure. Drug resistance can reduce the virus functionality and, as a consequence, the replication rate and the viral load. In other words, drug-resistant mutants are usually less fit than wild type variants. If the virus variability does not introduce resistance mutations or the mutant fitness is too low, the therapy can eradicate the virus. However, it is possible to eradicate the virus by combining more antivirals, especially directed to different virus functions. In such a case, the introduction of multiple-resistance mutations for each antiviral can result in non-functional genomes, the so-called “error catastrophe”. These genomes do not produce progenies. Error threshold is defined as the limit of mutability after which the virus genome falls in the error catastrophe. Hence, the error threshold is the primary aim for all antiviral therapies.16

**Telaprevir**

Telaprevir is a specific inhibitor of the NS3-NS4 protease, specifically developed on the basis of the molecular structure of HCV.19 Telaprevir, also known as VX-950, is a peptidomimetic that resembles the HCV polypeptide which is cleaved by the viral protease. However, telaprevir has an electrophilic “serine-trap warhead” that forms a covalent bond with the catalytic serine residue of the protease, blocking its activity. Telaprevir produces a relevant reduction in HCV replication both in cell cultures and in animal models.19 In the genotype 1b replicon system, telaprevir showed potent antiviral, synergistic and sustained effects, in combination with PEG-IFN. The combination suppressed the emergence of resistant variants.21 In HCV patients chronically infected with HCV, short-course treatment (1 to 2 weeks) with telaprevir rapidly lowered HCV RNA levels by 2 to 5 log10 IU/mL. The combination of PEG-IFN and ribavirin improved the results, but the short-course regimen was coincident with rebound and resistance emergence whereas the longer treatment (24 weeks) gave an important response in 8 out of 12 patients. In this trial the adverse events were limited and well tolerated.22–24

The Phase II trials (PROVE, Protease Inhibition for Viral Evaluation, 1 and 2) were conducted on genotype 1 patients in the United States (ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT00336479)25 and Europe (NCT00372385).26 Combination of telaprevir, PEG-IFN and ribavirin for 12 weeks, followed by 12 more weeks of PEG-IFN and ribavirin administration has given significant improvement, with sustained virologic responses of 61% and 69%, respectively. These Phase II trials indicate that the combination can successfully control the infection of genotype 1 HCV isolates, but the increased side effects induced mean that appropriate regimens that are able to reduce therapy costs and improve patient quality life need further investigation. It should be stressed that adverse events increased significantly in both PROVE trials; rash and pruritus in particular were frequent. Approximately 5% of telaprevir-treated patients
interrupt therapy owing to adverse events. Regression of these adverse events was observed after suspension of telaprevir. Also decreased hemoglobin levels were frequent. The combined treatment ameliorates liver inflammation.

**Resistant pattern to telaprevir**

Variants resistant to telaprevir were identified and characterized early in vitro. The replicon system, based on a genotype 1b isolate, under intense treatment showed an increase in mutations in position 156 of the NS3 protease domain and substitution of alanine with serine (A156S), valine (A156V), or threonine (A156T). These three substitutions act directly on the enzyme pocket, avoiding the covalent interaction of telaprevir, regardless of the different chemical features of the introduced amino acids. The variants were less fit than the wild type.

Initial in vivo data collected during telaprevir monotherapy confirmed the early results and contributed to the description of five new mutations (V36A/M, T54A, and R155K/T) and double mutations, 36 + 155 and 36 + 156, resulting in variants more resistant to telaprevir. On the basis of replication in replicon cells and enzymatic activities, the authors define the variants as low resistance (V36A/M, T54A, R155K/T and A156S) and high resistance (A156V/T and double mutants). Low-resistance variants, sometimes pre-existing, become predominant during the treatment. On the contrary, high-resistance variants are exclusively and rarely found at the end of therapy (14 days).

Data on mutations 155, 36 and 54 were confirmed by analyzing the tertiary structure of the NS3-4 protein. Of great importance, mutations in arginine 156 are described only in genotype 1a, whereas in genotype 1b the variants R155T were disadvantaged by the requirement for a double nucleotide substitution (CGGR in genotype 1b isolate, under intense treatment showed an increase in mutations in position 156 of the NS3 protease domain and substitution of alanine with serine (A156S), valine (A156V), or threonine (A156T). These three substitutions act directly on the enzyme pocket, avoiding the covalent interaction of telaprevir, regardless of the different chemical features of the introduced amino acids. The variants were less fit than the wild type. Viral fitness definition of telaprevir-resistant variants was discussed also in Kuntzen et al. The authors studied 507 genotype 1 HCV-positive treatment-naïve patients. Predominant variants were found in 8.6% of genotype 1a-infected patients and 1.4% of genotype 1b-infected patients. These results show that the concept of viral fitness should be carefully approached in vivo. Viral fitness depends strictly on infection dynamics. As noted, positions 54 and 155 fall in CD8+ T cell epitopes. Therefore, the individual immune response can influence variant fitness and, in parallel, possible removal of compensatory mutations must be considered.

**Conclusion and future perspective**

Telaprevir treatment, especially in combination with PEG-IFN and ribavirin, holds promise for chronic HCV infection control. Resistant variants exist and can become predominant also during PEG-IFN and ribavirin combination. These mutants are described as less fit than wild type, and fitness of genotype 1a and 1b differs. Breakthrough and relapse are associated with telaprevir variants and represent a major problem. Better assessment of the protocols and limiting the occurrence of severe adverse events could suggest an increasing role for the resistant variant. Future studies should focus on this area. To date, telaprevir has been used only in genotype 1-infected patients. The application of this antiviral to infected patients of other genotypes will highlight the existence of other mutations and their effects. Future studies should be directed to the compensatory mutations that could explain the predominance of variants in naïve HCV-positive patients and, finally, to a general definition of viral fitness. Viral fitness could be defined by sequencing of the entire viral genome, taking into account all mutations fixed in a certain genome, to study the effect on virus replication.
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